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What is Exceller Open Access Publishing?

Exceller Open is a global online platform where the author can make a publication available to just anyone on the internet by allowing
them to access, read, refer or even download the work, primarily with the purpose of spreading an idea, judging readers’ reaction with
novel approach and spreading social message for overall improvement of mankind. The content is free for all on this open access platform.

Why Researchers Choose OA Publishing?

Authors throughout the world are increasingly choosing to publish open access for better visibility, wider readership and stronger impact.
Open access publication allows people to discover a book easily and access it for free. This is surely a very effective way of educating the
individuals on a global scale.

       Why Researchers Publish Their Thesis as a Book?

1.   Preserving Knowledge: Researchers  have a solemn responsibility of preserving the fruit of their lifelong endeavour. Exceller Open
Publishing gives authors a unique opportunity of distributing their research online.

2.  Documentation: A piece of research is best preserved and used when it becomes available as a book. In such case, it can also be
referred by colleagues and junior research fellows pursuing the same field.

3.  Enriches Research Field: Great thinkers have a responsibility for their area of study. Publishing a thesis enriches the specific
research area and adds impetus to the existing mass of research. As a knowledge platform, OA publication opens up new avenues for
the researchers to carry forward their own line of work and create a legacy.

       Process

Exceller Open Access publication takes the manuscripts through a smooth publishing route to help them reach a global reader base.
The ultimate objective of this process is to improve quality in terms of accuracy and readability.

1.   After receiving the manuscript we will send a confirmation e-mail to the author.
2.   Manuscripts will be checked for any plagiarized content
3.   The manuscripts will be sent for primary quality check by the Editor.
4.   The manuscript will be sent for double blinded peer review. 

Publish a Thesis
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      10 Reasons to Publish with Exceller Open

1.    ISO 9001:2015 Certified Publishing Group
2.    Full Coverage of Research Area
3.    Best Global Knowledge Sharing Platform
4.    360 Degree Publication Support
5.    Encourage Experiments in Research Fields

6.    Connect to a Global Research Community
7.    Opportunity for International Collaboration
8.    Online Promotion of Your Content
9.    Rapid and Dedicated Review Process
10.  International Standard of Publication

       10 Service Details

1.    ISBN Allotment
2.    Digital Object Identifier (DOI) from Crossref
3.    Global Book Listing
4.    360 Degree Support Throughout the Process
5.    Copy-editing and Proofreading
      
      Publication Fee

The author(s) needs to pay below-mentioned publication fee for the publication of each book accepted by the review panel. Payment
procedure will be notified to the author through e-mail only after the successful review process. 

Publication fee – $150/INR 15000 (Inclusive of all taxes & excluding transaction charges)
 
Note: Our eminent editorial board members and reviewers are working voluntarily for the development of the research field. All 
the contents of Exceller Open are available online to the readers without any charges in order to spread and allow the knowledge
for creating a better world. So, thepublication fee is our only source to meet the costs related to managing this platform.

       Manuscript Submission

We invite PhD students, practicing researchers and scientists to submit their manuscript at publication@excelleropen.com for your thesis
publication. For any query, feel free to contact us at the above mail id.

5.   Based on the review result, the manuscript will be accepted, rejected or sent for re-submission. This decision will be communicated to
      the author. 
6.   In case of acceptance, we will send a payment request to the author. 
7.   We expect the authors to meet the deadline for payment as a gesture of cooperation with us.

6.   Pagination and Chaptering
7.   Book Cover Design
8.   Lifetime Archive
9.   File Creation for Digital Publication  
10. Global E-Distribution through Exceller Open


